Abstract
Introduction

40
A number of robotically guided knee arthoplasty systems require a preoperative 3D model of time, high resolution imaging is usually a requirement of medical ultrasound systems. This is 56 difficult to achieve using synthetic aperture methods, in that the techniques are inherently 57 computationally expensive. As such, high frame rates often cannot be achieved, even when 58 exploiting the parallelisable nature of the calculations [10] .
59
Research into synthetic aperture methods in NDT has, for the most part, concentrated on 60 locating and characterising small defects within relatively large samples [ require surface reconstruction of highly variable and often discontinuous surface types [18] .
65
A further challenge is to fully represent the entire surface under inspection, requiring, firstly, 66 a high number of images and, secondly, an accurate probe positioning system.
67
To meet these challenges and to test the ability of synthetic aperture methods to reconstruct 68 surfaces at a fundamental level, three high precision metallic samples of known, simple 69 geometries were imaged. These samples provided elementary surface types and features that 70 would be found in complex samples, such as bone. Data was captured using FMC and was 71 processed using both TFM and a form of the Synthetic Aperture Technique (SAFT). These 72 methods provided a contrast between the two extremes of the spectrum in synthetic aperture The structure of the paper is, firstly, an introduction to the data capture methods and imaging 92 algorithms employed, which is then followed by a description of the experimental apparatus 93 and method. The results for each sample are then presented and discussed separately, after 94 which a discussion of performance limitations is presented. This is followed, finally, by a 95 summary and conclusions. 
Materials and Methods
98
Synthetic Aperture Methods
99
The concept of FMC [8] is to excite one element of the phased array and receive on all the 100 others. The succeeding element is then fired and all elements become receivers once again.
101
This process is repeated for all elements, producing a × matrix of time signals, which 102 is known as the full matrix.
103
While real time synthetic aperture implementations have been achieved [10] , [20] , high 104 resolution images created using probes with high element counts must still be produced in 105 post processing. With the full matrix, it is possible to apply numerous processing methods to 106 the same data set. One popular method is TFM, which employs every element in the array (ie. image. This process begins by discretising the image region into a grid of points, each of 109 which defines the location of a pixel in a scalar image. The intensity of a particular pixel can 110 be calculated using Equation 1 , in which , is the time-trace associated with a transmission at the th element and reception at the th element, while ( , ) are the coordinates of the 112 pixel. The time of travel from the transmitting element to the pixel is represented by ( , ) ,
113
while that from the pixel to the receiving element is signified by ( , ) . This is summed over 114 the number of elements in the array, , and is then repeated for every pixel in the image.
115
( , ) = ∑ , ( ( , ) + ( , ) ) , =1
(1)
116
In addition to TFM, a form of SAFT was employed in which the same process was carried 117 out, but focussing was not performed with the full aperture. Instead, the elements constituting 118 the synthetic aperture were defined by the position of the pixel in question. As shown in Fig.   119 2, while the TFM aperture included every element, the SAFT aperture was restricted to those 120 elements contained within an isosceles triangle defined by the angle Ѳ. The intensity of a pixel in the image is, then, given by: 
Experimental Apparatus
138
Three representative surface geometry forms were considered to encompass interaction with 139 curves, flat surfaces and edges which are the primitive geometry forms encountered in bone 140 geometries associated with the knee. In order to test these surface types both in isolation and 141 in combination, three samples were prepared, the first of which was a brass sphere with a wave travel within the material [24] . However, at the time of data capture, the firmware was 168 not optimised, meaning that a bottleneck was created in data transfer [25] which resulted in a 
170
[26]), images with a width of 13.42 cm and a depth of 8.95 cm were reconstructed.
171
In order to reconstruct 3D surfaces using 2D images, accurate probe manipulation and 
216
In the current application, there is no a-priori information available that would allow for The samples were placed in a water bath to allow for complete submersion, as can be seen in 
Image and Surface Point Cloud Construction
242
The process of constructing images using synthetic aperture methods is computationally revealed the coordinates of all the pixels with intensities above the defined decibel limit.
250
However, the images did not display only the first surface reflection, but multiple others, as 251 can be seen in Fig. 6 (a) . The first surface was the region of high intensity closest to the probe 
262
Thresholding alone extracted all the erroneous surface representations present in the image
263
(b), while the surface extraction algorithm isolated the true surface (c).
264
When global thresholding was performed on such an image, all the areas of high intensity 266 were identified, as can be seen in Fig. 6 (b) . In order to isolate the coordinates of the first,
267
true surface, all the coordinates above the threshold were stored in a matrix. Any coordinates 268 which contained the same X value were discarded, with the exception of that with the 269 smallest Z value. As such, it was ensured that for every column of pixels, only the pixel 270 closest to the probe face and above the decibel limit would be recorded. The result of this can 271 be seen in Fig. 6 (c) , where the erroneous surfaces have been eliminated.
272
The 2D coordinates representing surface contours from each image were recorded relative to 273 the centre of the probe face. To place the points in 3D space relative to the coordinate system 274 of the robot, the coordinates were rotated then translated using the corresponding measured
275
KUKA position and orientation. This is presented in equation (3), where the subscripts ,
276
and represent the final 3D coordinates, the original coordinates and the TCP coordinates 277 needed for translation, respectively. Additionally, is the rotation matrix in , , order.
278
Coordinate conversion from 2D to 3D was simple, as the TCP was calibrated such that the 279 position and orientation corresponded directly to the imaging plane. where no such reference data would be available from which to gain absolute positional data.
291
It should also be said that while CloudCompare provided a convenient platform on which to 292 compare point cloud data and visualise results, it was not vital to the system, as it did not 293 contribute to the reconstruction process and its processes could be simply replicated on other 294 platforms.
295
The error for each point in the ultrasound-derived point cloud was then calculated by finding typical maximum side lobe intensity for the side lobes found in the TFM images was -6 dB,
308
while that for the SAFT images was -30 dB. The consequence of this was that when contour 309 extraction was employed, the true surface was often not identified for both SAFT and TFM 310 reconstructions, with the artefacts above it instead being extracted. In an effort to limit the 311 effect of this, the threshold limit of the TFM images was set to -5 dB, while that for the SAFT 312 images was -12 dB (the difference reflecting the side lobe levels). In doing this, the number 313 of pixels representing the surfaces was reduces, therefore resulting in an undesirable 314 reduction in coverage.
315
Additionally, it can be seen in Fig. 7 (a) that the lower surface representation appears to 316 display a higher intensity than the upper, true surface. The reason for this is that the pixels Once constructed and compared, the SAFT point cloud achieved significantly lower errors 327 than TFM, as can be seen in Table 1 . Additionally, the TFM point cloud was not as dense as 328 the SAFT counterpart, which was expected, given the higher threshold limit. Further, the 329 TFM cloud appeared to contain multiple surfaces, as can be seen in Fig. 8 (b) . The first cause provided a significantly more accurate depiction of the sample. As can be seen in Fig. 8 (a) , a 334 cuboid-like structure is present, with most of the points in these regions achieving sub-335 millimetre accuracy. However, there were outlying points which were a result of noise, 336 registered due to the low threshold limit used in the SAFT images. In addition to this, each of 337 the faces extended beyond the edge, which increased the mean error and standard deviation 338 significantly. 
Spherical Sample
373
The TFM images resulting from the scan of the spherical sample displayed significant side 374 lobes, as seen in Fig. 10 (a) . The most prominent of these formed as two islands of intensity 375 similar to those that would be expected in from a point reflector. As can be seen in Fig. 10 When the probe moved away from the centre of the sphere, the obvious surface profiles 388 exemplified in Fig. 12 were not present. Instead, the profiles became distorted, as can be seen 389 in Fig. 11 (a) . The surface extraction and 3D reconstruction of these images resulted in a lack 390 of curvature in both the sphere and the supporting rod. This is demonstrated in Fig. 11 (b 
Cylindrical Sample
427
The cylindrical sample included all three representative surface primitives (curves, flat 428 surfaces and edges), providing the opportunity to assess them in combination. The effect of 429 edges can be seen in Fig. 14 (a) , where, towards the left of the image, inaccurate lines of The effect of the curved surfaces is detailed in Fig. 15 , where, around the centre of the curve,
441
there appears to be a complete lack of curvature. This is similar to the features seen in Fig. 11 442 (b), the cause of which was the specular effects explained in section 3.2. In addition to this,
443
when the probe moved farther from the centre of the curve, it can be seen that the lines 444 became erratic and sparse. This was due to the distorting effect described in section 3.2, which maintained normality to the sample surface, the effects would be reduced significantly. 
Discussion
457
The images constructed using TFM have had noticeably higher side lobe content, leading to 
464
This can be explained by considering a point spread function generated using TFM. reflector, P, and the range in which pixel contributions will be non-zero, R.
500
The 20° SAFT reconstruction of the same FMC data is presented in Fig. 16 (b Fig. 16 (b) . Given that a 515 narrow sub aperture has been employed in this study, the likelihood of side lobes is low. If, 516 however, the sub aperture size was increased, the possibility of side lobes would increase.
517
It is pertinent also in this discussion to address the issue of path geometry used in this study 518 and the likelihood of such path scanning to be employed in a real application on a knee joint.
519
In the present study, the fact that the basic geometry of the test samples was known a-priori 520 allowed an immediate construction of a suitable probe scan path. In the final application, the 521 geometry is unknown and such simple path construction is considered unlikely to produce an 
Summary and Conclusions
528
The performance of two synthetic aperture methods to accurately image a number of surfaces and a minimal aperture width, respectively.
534
The metallic samples of known geometries (cuboid, sphere and cylinder) were imaged using 535 a 5 MHz, 128 element 1D phased array, which was manipulated around the samples using a 536 precision robotic positioning system, allowing for repeatable ultrasound derived 3D surface 537 point clouds to be created. A global thresholding technique was presented that allowed 538 extraction of the surface profiles and these were compared with the known geometry samples 539 to provide a quantitative measure of error of 3D surface reconstruction.
540
Producing mean errors of 1.3 mm, 2.9 mm and 2.2 mm using SAFT and 3.7 mm, 3.0 mm and 541 3.1 mm using TFM for the cuboidal, spherical and cylindrical samples respectively, SAFT 542 offered significant improvements in accuracy over TFM. This was a result of improved 543 clarity of surface representations, which allowed for more accurate surface profile extraction.
544
The reduction in the width of the synthetic aperture of SAFT allowed for this, eliminating the 
554
The results presented in this paper indicate that synthetic aperture methods are capable of 555 highly accurate surface imaging, provided a narrow synthetic aperture is employed. While 556 edges and curved surfaces were responsible for errors, the shapes employed were 557 rudimentary and intended to amplify the associated effects. As such, they serve as a worst 558 case scenario and the effects would be expected to be significantly lessened in bone surface 559 imaging due to the increase in shape complexity and decrease in surface specularity.
560
In addition to the change in the surface type, the final application would also include multiple an aim to achieve a closer representation of the bony surfaces found in the knee joint. 
